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1. Executive Summary
The Pillar B Workshop – “Electrification of Public Transport in cities: first results of upgrading
and/or regenerating electric Public Transport Systems (flywheel, reversible substations)” was held on the 12th June 2017 in Rome at ASSTRA headquarter.
The workshop started at 12.00 and ended around 17.15 with a light lunch break and coffee
break in between. It was structured in three sections:
•

The first section “Institutional framework” started with a welcome from the ASSTRA
Director and a speech about Tram systems in Italy.

•

The second section “The eLIPTIC use cases” focuses on the Pillar B Use cases.
First, was presented the eLIPTIC project and the evaluation process of the eLIPTIC
Use Cases and the general contents of Pillar B Use Cases; then were presented four
presentations about eLIPTIC Pillar B Use cases – Brussels, Lanciano, Bremen,
Gdynia.

•

The third section “Other European/Italian Experiences” started with a presentation
about the ELIPTIC concepts in integrating electric buses in existing electric public
transport, to keep on with other experiences from Cagliari, Bergamo and Szeged.

The workshop was attended by about 35 delegates from local administrations, PTOs (public
transport operators), PTAs (public transport authorities), manufacturers, industry and
universities representatives as well as consultants.
The table below shows all the speakers in order of appearance:
Emanuele Proia

ASSTRA

ASSTRA WELCOME

Giovanni Mantovani

Consultant

TRAM SYSTEM IN ITALY: STATE OF ART

Daniela Carbone

ASSTRA

COORDINATOR

Hendrik Koch

ELIPTIC Project
Coordinator

THE ELIPTIC PROJECT

Maria Vittoria
Corazza

UNIROMA 1

EVALUTATION OF THE ELIPTIC USE CASES

Veronica Usai

Rail Office ASSTRA

PILLAR B USE CASES DESCRIPTION

Benjamin Roeland

STIB Brussels

ENERGY
RECOVERY
LIGHT
RAIL
SYSTEMS:
MEASUREMENT RESULTS IN TRAM NETWORK

Sandro Imbastaro

TUA Lanciano

LANCIANO USE CASE

Jürgen Kappus

BSAG Bremen

EXPERIENCE ON FLYWHEEL STORAGE SYSTEMS IN
BREMEN

Marta Woronowicz

PKT Gdynia

GDYNIA USE CASE

Yannick Bousse

UITP

ELIPTIC CONCEPTS IN INTEGRATING ELECTRIC BUSES
IN EXISTING ELECTRIC PUBLIC TRANSPORT

Francesco Caredda

CTM Cagliari

THE ELECTRICALLY POWERED EXPERIENCE IN CTM

Paolo Rapinesi

ATB Bergamo

LINE C PROJECT

Ádám Németh Zoltán

ZKT Szeged

EXTENSION OF A TROLLEYBUS LINE IN SZEGED WITH
TROLLEYBUS-HYBRIDS

The presentation slides from the day are available on the ASSTRA website:
http://www.asstra.it/eventi/anno_in_corso/convegni-e-seminari/giugno/workshop-progettoeuropeo-electrification-of-public-transport-in-cities-eLIPTIC.html
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2. Workshop Description
a. Workshop Objective
Within the eLIPTIC project, they have been planned three thematic workshops on the three
thematic pillars:
A. Safe integration of e-buses into existing electric PT infrastructure
B. upgrading and/or regenerating electric public transport systems
C. Multipurpose use of electric public transport infrastructure.
The workshops aimed to increase the visibility of the project and to stimulate public’s interest
towards eLIPTIC.
In particular, ASSTRA organized the “Thematic workshop Italy” on the pillar B “Upgrading
and/or regenerating electric public transport systems” pursuing the following objectives:
•

to inform Italian municipalities, transport operators and mobility practitioners about
eLIPTIC Use Cases on Pillar B;

•

to share some other interesting European and Italian experiences with the audience
in order to stimulate the debate among the stakeholders;

•

to exchanges views and ideas around regenerating electric public transport systems
jointly with Italian and European stakeholders.
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b. Organization of the Workshop
The organization of the workshop was cared by ASSTRA – Italian Public Transport
Association, following the next steps:
•

Planning of the first draft of the agenda, starting with what is included in the DoW and
taking into account the results of the Pillar B use cases.

•

Sharing and validation of the draft of the agenda with the eLIPTIC project coordinator
and the responsible of WP 6 “Dissemination”.

•

Mailing invitations to the speakers to collect the acceptances and updating the
agenda.

•

Predisposition of the definitive programme.

•

Dissemination of the event through several communication channels: dedicated
circulars of the Association to its members; promotion on the ASSTRA web site and
newsletter; direct e-mail invitation to eLIPTIC partners, ASSTRA Committee and
working groups.

•

Workshops in Rome at ASSTRA headquarter.

•

Mailing the thankyou letter to all the speakers in order to thank them for their precious
cooperation which contributed to the success of the initiative.

•

Dissemination of the event’s results through several communication channels:
publishing workshop presentations on the ASSTRA website; circulars of the
Association to its members to inform them on the publishing workshop presentations;
direct e-mail to eLIPTIC partners to inform them on the publishing workshop
presentations; news on FERPRESS – Newsletter and magazine – Public Transport
press agency.

The flow chart below summarized all the described steps.
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Figure 1 – Workshop Flow Chart
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c. Overview
The workshop was held at the ASSTRA headquarter in Rome, Italy. The room was very
comfortable to accommodate 35 delegates, and there was a small lunch at the beginning of
the event in an adjacent room and a coffee break during the event in the afternoon. A
dedicated bag was given to all attendees (speakers and delegates) and to the principal
representatives of Italian institutions, including some gadget: ASSTRA copybook, pen,
ASSTRA power bank and Italian red pepper gift box.
The workshop started at 12.00 welcomed by Mr Emanuele Proia (ASSTRA) introducing the
workshop agenda followed by a keynote speech. The event was structured in three sessions:
•

1st Section “Institutional framework”

•

2nd Section “The ELIPTIC use cases”

•

3rd Section “Other European/Italian Experiences”

In total there were twelve presentations and the workshop finished at 17.15. In the evening
there was a social dinner in a typical Italian restaurant.
The complete agenda is attached to this document (see Annex I).
Below are summarized the main topics covered by each presentation.
1st Section “Institutional framework”
 Mr Giovanni Mantovani – Consultant, presented a state of the art of Tram System in Italy.
Actually, the tram system is present in 13 cities: Milan, Turin, Trieste, Rome and Naples
where the lines are never been dismissed; Bergamo, Florence, Palermo, Messina,
Cagliari and Sassari have new lines in operation; in Padova and Venice there is a new
tramway on tyres in operation.
2nd Section “The ELIPTIC use cases”
The section was coordinated by Mrs Daniela Carbone - Head of Technological Innovations
Department ASSTRA - introducing the speakers. In this section the eLIPTIC use cases
regarding the pillar B “Electrification of Public Transport in cities: first results of upgrading
and/or regenerating electric Public Transport Systems (flywheel, reversible substations)”
were illustrated.
 Mr Hendrik Koch – eLIPTIC Project Coordinator, Bremen - gave an overview of eLIPTIC
project structure. The project has involved public transport operator, Associations,
University, Research and innovation sector and the universities, is structured in six work
package and provides 20 use cases, 11 twins and 22 User Forum members.
 Ms Maria Vittoria Corazza - Researcher UNIROMA 1 – showed the adopted method to
evaluate the eLIPTIC use case. The evaluation procedure (which takes place in the
specific WP3) is two‐pronged: on the one hand it includes the assessment of results of
the eLIPTIC use cases and on the other it includes the assessment of the implementation
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of eLIPTIC, the assessment of the eLIPTIC process itself. For what concerns the impacts
assessment, the core of the task is to have comparable results before the implementation
of the eLIPTIC measures (the NO eLIPTIC scenario) and during (the ELIPTIC scenario).
 Ms Veronica Usai – Rail Office ASSTRA – has provided an overview of the Pillar B use
cases, highlighting the role of the coordinator. Pillar B aimed to analyze smart energy
management concepts for upgrading existing (electric) public transport infrastructure. The
Pillar B Use cases are: Bremen, Brussels, Gdynia, Lanciano.
 Mr Benjamin Roeland – STIB Brussels – showed the Brussels use case regarding the
energy recovery light rail systems, with a focus on the measurement results in tram
network. The STIB’s scope of work is to improve energy efficiency of tramway
infrastructure, to study the potential of braking energy recovery technologies, to measure
tramways energy consumption, to analyze how to reduce this consumption.
 Mr Sandro Imbastaro – TUA Lanciano – illustrated the Lanciano use case regarding a
feasibility study on an upgrading existing railway networks with a new tramway. The
choice of tramway was made because this system provides high accessibility for users
(thanks to the low floor) and high-speed commercial, less impact on traffic and on town
roads and a good chance to develop and improve urban architecture.
 Mr Jürgen Kappus – BSAG Bremen – gave an overview on the Bremen use case
regarding a refurbishment of a flywheel energy storage system. From the analysis carried
out by BSAG, it is clear that the system never left trial-run status. It’s not mature for
service due to strong vibration, vacuum leaking, overheating of the system, local
overheating at bearings, malfunction of inverter, moreover the control-algorithms to be
optimized.
 Ms Marta Woronowicz – PKT Gdynia - showed the Gdynia use case regarding optimised
braking energy recovery in trolleybus network thanks to implementation of bidirectional
energy supply in on two spots of Gdynia trolleybus network. The project showed that
bilateral supply works! It was recorded a reduction of energy consumption 2 – 5 % and a
reduction of voltage drops so much that to plan for extending it to further spots on the
network.
3rd Section “Other European/Italian Experiences”
Also this section was coordinated by Mrs Daniela Carbone - Head of Technological
Innovations Department ASSTR - introducing the speakers. In this section were been
illustrated some very interesting European and Italian Experiences on electric Public
Transport Systems.
 Mr Yannick Bousse –Project manager – Research and Innovation UITP - gave an
overview of eLIPTIC safe integration of electric buses into existing electric PT
infrastructure. Regarding the integration ebuses into existing electric public transport
infrastructure, the several use cases have analyzed two different cluster technology:
"Electricity from existing public transport grids to power e-bus charging points" and
"Hybrid Trolleybus". Moreover it was illustrated Barcelona's experience: the opportunity
fast charging and slow overnight charging of electric buses based on metro infrastructure.
 Mr Francesco Valentino Caredda – CTM Cagliari – showed the CTM Cagliari experience
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on the electrically powered. Cagliari took part to ZeEUS project to experiment the use, in
the ordinary scheduled service, of a ZEV trolleybus fleet, powered with innovative
technologies to use in the sections without overhead line, with great performances.
Regarding eLIPTIC project, CTM Cagliari is twinning partner with PKT Gdynia in the use
case aimed to replacing of diesel bus lines by extending trolleybus network with trolleyhybrids.
 Mr Paolo Rapinesi – Mobility Infrastructure Technologies and Fleet Maintenance Manager
ATB Bergamo – presented the ATB Bergamo Project “Line C” on 12 new electric buses
(Kick-off scheduled for January 2018) aimed to improve the transport local attractiveness,
investing in an ecological service and offering a new public transport service with
advanced technology on board and in the smart bus shelter. The project provides 5 new
reserved lanes on the route in addition to the existing 6, traffic lights optimization, 12 new
electric buses, recharge stations in the depot and 16 new smart bus shelters.
 Mr Ádám Németh Zoltán – ZKT Szeged – showed the ZKT Szeged project about the
extension of a trolleybus line with trolleybus-hybrids. This system has many opportunity
including lower mass, lower energy consumption, potential development in BMS system
optimization for opportunity charging. For test operation Petőfitelep terminus is optimal,
with route 20, the charging system is recommended to be compatible with trolleybuses.
For trolleybus route extension the experimental operation route Egyetem tér (TIK) –
Öthalmi diáklakások (ELI) is recommended, with battery mode in the city centre, and
beyond the current at terminus.
At the end of the presentations the participants asked some technical information on the
involved thematics to the speakers showing a great interest on the workshop contents.

d. Participants
Organisations that participated to the eLIPTIC Pillar B workshop included:
Bremen (eLIPTIC project coordinator), BSM Ayuntamiento
de Barcelona, Maribor Municipality.

City Council

ASSTRA (Associazione Trasporti), CIFI (Collegio Ingegneri
Ferroviari Italiani), TÜV (Technische Überwachung), UITP
(International Public Transport Associations).

Associations

ATB (Bergamo), CTM (Cagliari), MAFER (Bologna), PKT
(Gdnya), STIB (Brussels), TPER (Bologna), TUA (Chieti),
ZKT (Szeged).

Public Transport Operators (PTO)

TII - Transport Infrastructure Ireland (Dublin).

Public Transport Authority (PTA)

Alstom, Vossloh Kiepe

Industry

LA SAPIENZA (Roma), Maribor University (Maribor), RWTH
(Aachen).

University

Rupprecht Consult.

Consultant

A list of the attendees and their representatives is attached to this document (see Annex II).
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3. Workshop Dissemination
The event was promoted in the following ways:
Before the event
•

Direct email invitation to eLIPTIC partners and User Forum members.

•

Direct email invitation to ASSTRA Committee and working group members:
Technological Commission, Rail Commission, Bus Working Group, ITS working
Group.

•

Dedicated circulars of the Association to its members.

•

ASSTRA website.

•

ASSTRA newsletter “Pillole di mobilità”.

•

ASSTRA Twitter

“eLIPTIC PROJECT WORKSHOP “ELECTRIFICATION OF PUBLIC
TRANSPORT IN CITIES” @AssTrasporti http://www.consumersforum.it/voceai-soci/3765-eLIPTIC-project-workshop-electrification-of-public-transport-incities.html#.WSV6USg6Ypo.twitter …”

After the event
•

Publishing workshop presentations on the ASSTRA website.
http://www.asstra.it/eventi/anno_in_corso/convegni-e-seminari/giugno/workshopprogetto-europeo-electrification-of-public-transport-in-cities-eLIPTIC.html

•

Direct e-mail to eLIPTIC partners to inform them on the publishing workshop
presentations.

•

Dedicated circular by ASSTRA to its members to inform them on the publishing
workshop presentations.

•

News on FERPRESS – Newsletter and magazine – Public Transport press agency.
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4. Conclusions
The organization of the workshop aimed to inform the relevant stakeholders at local, national,
but also European and international levels and ensure a wide visibility of the project and of
the involved issues. Increasing the project’s visibility is possible to broaden the project
acceptance and influence the uptake potential.
All the speeches were greatly appreciated contributing to the success of the initiative.
Subsequent debates developed with the participants in the Workshop allowed us, from the
exchange of information, to draw interesting guidelines and suggestions for the operators,
inspiring a broader political debate about the potential of electrification for strengthening the
role of sustainable transport modes. To reduce atmospheric pollution, son of our generation,
the role of Public Transport is strategic. It is necessary to reverse the current unsustainable
trends, focusing on the development and modal shift towards low emission transport.
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5. Annex I: Workshop Agenda
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6. Annex II: Workshop Participants List
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7. Annex III: Workshop Pictures

Image 01: Attendees to the ELIPTIC Pillar B workshop. They included
representatives from PTOs, PTAs, associations, industry, universities and
consultancies.
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Image 02: Attendees to the ELIPTIC Pillar B workshop.

Image 03: Mr. G. Mantovani gave an overview on tram systems in Italy.
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Image 04: Mr. H. Koch - Project Coordinator, Bremen - gave an overview of eLIPTIC
project structure.
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Image 05: Some speakers of the ELIPTIC Pillar B workshop.
(Mrs D. Carbone, Mr H. Koch, Mrs M. Corazza, Ms V. Usai)
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Image 06: Some speakers of the ELIPTIC Pillar B workshop
(Mrs D. Carbone, Mr J. Kappus, Ms M. Woronowicz, Ms V. Usai)
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Image 07: Mr Y. Bousse – WP 6 Responsible participants - gave an overview of
ELIPTIC concept in integrating electric buses.
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Image 08: Workshop bag including some gadget: ASSTRA copybook, pen, ASSTRA
power bank and Italian red pepper gift box.
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8. Annex V: Thankyou Letter
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